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specializing in cybersecurity cyber range labs. They 

provide on-demand educational services and 

recognize the need for continuous adaptation to 

evolving threats and client requirements. The 
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2. Up-Skilling Platform
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Common C2 Services



Working Overview 

The overall overview of Cyber Defence has been grouped 

into three categories

● Malicious File Drop

● Initial Communication

● Handshake

● Command Transmission

● Data Exfiltration

● Beaconing



Investigating C2 targeted attacks

The primary objective is to conduct a thorough investigation into a suspected memory dump [mem] and network 

dumb [PCAP]  with the goal of identifying the source, scope, and impact of the attack.



Investigative Mind Map



Gather the information

The first step of investigation begins by analysing the basic information such as the operating system version, 

architecture, and system configuration can aid in accurately identifying the system being analysed.

Use the following command to obtain the basic information for the detected image dump.

sudo python3 vol.py -f <file_path> windows.info.Info



Identify the external IP address and Suspicious file

After gathering the basic information the next step is to identify the the IP which is trying to communicate over the 

reported port 8888, Additionally we also identified that the file AMATEUR_TOOTHB is been associated with the 

same activity 



Examine the identified suspicious file
Next step of the investigation is to download the detected suspicious file for further investigation to, using our raw 

image file we can easily retrieve the file using the PID value associate with it, execute the below mentioned 

commands and observed the result

sudo python3 vol.py -f <file_path>/suspected.raw windows.pslist --pid 6236 --dump



Determine the File Repudiation

The next step is  to analyse the 

dump via virustotal, upload the 

extracted dump directly into the 

virustotal for further analysis



Examine the network traffic
From our previous investigation we identified the IP :  192.168.14.202  which is been associated with the activity, 

execute the below query to specifically retrieve the activity associated with the IP 

ip.addr == <IP_Address>



Examine the network traffic
After identifying the malicious download request our next step is to retrieve the activity associated with port reported 

port 8888, execute the below query and observe the result

ip.addr == <IP_Address> && tcp.dstport == <Port>



Examine the network traffic
Based on the findings, we've detected TLS communication between the compromised host and the external network. 

Initially, the requests and responses followed the typical pattern, but in our case, we're observing multiple 

occurrences of client hello and application data exchanges, which deviate from the norm.



Examine the network traffic
Typically, these patterns are observed in C2 

communication. The C2 sends client hello 

requests to check if the targeted host is 

active and accessible. When the attacker 

attempts to push malicious commands, 

they are sent as application data. It's worth 

noting that even if you attempt to read the 

packets, the information inside is encrypted 

and not in a readable format.



JA3 Fingerprinting
JA3 correlation methodology will help us in identifying and categorizing different types of software or libraries 

based on their unique fingerprints generated during the handshake process, JA3 typically get generated 

based on their cryptographic characteristics of the SSL/TLS handshake. 

Each unique SSL/TLS handshake will result in unique JA3 fingerprinting. 



Working of TLS 

Handshake



Working of JA3
JA3 fingerprinting value is calculated by 

collecting the decimal values of the bytes 

for the following fields.

● Version

● Accepted Ciphers

● List of Extensions

● Elliptic Curves

● Elliptic Curve Formats

The collected decimal values are then hash 

to MD5 format and resulted with 32 

character fingerprints.



Co-relating the JA3
On the Client Hello request we 

can identify the JA3 section under 

the Transport Layer Security 

This generated JA3 value can be 

further searched over internet to 

determine the whether its been 

associated with any other 

malicious activity

JA3 Value

19e29534fd49dd27d09234e639c4057e



The Certified Cyber Defence Analyst (CCDA) training offers an 

investigative approach to Blue Teaming. It's designed to equip 

participants with the necessary knowledge and skills to become 

effective in threat detection and investigation as part of a Blue Team.

Threat Detection & Its 
Investigation

Hands-on investigations

Multiple Investigative mind map

Enhance the real time investigation 
skills 

Cyber Defence Labs

Incident Response Strategies

Cyber Defence Analyst : CCDA



BTF Lab Overview



Web based Investigation and Analysis



Web based Investigation and Analysis

Admin Page access detected Subdomain Enumeration SQL-Map activity detected

File Inclusion activity

 detected

Command Injection activity 

detected

Vulnerability Enumeration activity 

detected



Network based Investigation and Analysis

NMAP Detection DOS investigation Suspected Data exfiltration detected

Netcat activity detected Service brute forcing



Host Based Attack Investigation Challenges

Suspicious File activity detected Suspected .SH file detected Suspicious Scheduled task detected

Suspicious Linpeas activity detected Multiple Remote 

Failed Login Detected

Suspicious PowerShell activity 

detected



Certification Procedure



Giveaway Alert

5 Certified Cyber Defence Analyst | CCDA
We're giving away Latest Launch "Cyber Defence Analyst [CCDA]" 



Thank You 
For Professional Red Team / Blue Team / Purple Team / Cloud Cyber Range labs / 

Trainings, please contact

support@cyberwarfare.live
To know more about our offerings, please visit: https://cyberwarfare.live

https://cyberwarfare.live/

